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1. What is active matter and why is it interesting?

2. Background 1:  nematic liquid crystals

3. Background 2: low Reynolds number hydrodynamics

4. Active nematics and active turbulence

5. Self-propelled topological defects

6. Confining active turbulence

7. Bacteria: the hare and the tortoise

8. Eukaryotic cells as an active system



(Epithelial) cells: which are the important forces?
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Active turbulence: eukaryotic cells
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Topological defects in cell layers



Isotropic stress around a topological defect
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Isotropic stress around a topological defect



‘Turning off’ motility

Topological defects in epithelia govern the 
extrusion of dead cells

T. Beng Saw, A. Doostmohammadi et al, 
Nature 544 212 (2017)



Topology in biology?

Positions of apoptosis correlated with +1/2 
topological defects

High stress drives YAP from nucleus to 
cytoplasm which is a signal for cell death

Cell dies and is ejected from the monolayer



Questions

Why do isotropic cells give nematic defects?

Why are the defects extensile?

Can we model cell mechanics as an active system?



(Epithelial) cells: which are the important forces?



1. Phase field model

2. Unjamming 

3. Velocity and flocking



Phase field model

Grant, AransonGrant, Aranson



Each cell is described by a phase field 

Equations of motion



Passive forces => relax to minimise free energy 

Cahn-Hilliard term: fixes            to 1 inside a cell and 0 outside 
and imposes a surface tension 

Soft constraint on the area



penalises overlap between cells

favours cell-cell adhesion

Passive forces => relax to minimise free energy 



Passive forces => relax to minimise free energy 

Equilibrium is identical hexagons, but the system can get stuck
In a jammed state.



Ladoux and Nicholas Rep Prog Phys 2012

Active forces



Active forces

Lamellopodium format ion is usually suppressed in confluent cell layers and, although crypt ic

lamellopodia can somet imes appear beneath the cells, these appear to have negligible e↵ect on the

cell dynamics, suggest ing that any polar cont ribut ion to the forces on a cell in a monolayer is small.

However, in the presence of an external st imulus, e.g. a wound or a variat ion in subst rate st i↵ness,

the cell layer can show directed, collect ive mot ion [?]. Wound healing experiments have suggested

that this may be mediated by leader cells that pull the colony forwards [?]. Of part icular interest ,

recent experiments have shown that adding RAB5A to a confluent cell layer leads to flocking,

with the cells moving coherent ly in a preferred direct ion, and about five t imes faster than in the

unperturbed, act ive turbulent state [?]. The explanat ion for this st riking change in behaviour is not

clear, but a plausible reason is the disturbance of inter-cell interact ions. The crossover from glassy

dynamics to flocking has been reproduced in a vertex model by including an alignment between the

polarisat ion of a cell to its velocity. Also, agent -base modeling with polarisat ion-velocity alignments

and repulsive interact ions leads to a flocking mot ion [?] [?].

Other numerical modelsof cell mot ility have included cellular Pot tsmodels [?], vertex models [?],

cont inuum approaches and phase field models [?] [?]. Here we choose the phase field approach which

allows the cells to change shape, and hence allows us to model nemat ic ordering and the resultant

act ive turbulence. We include both polar and nemat ic driving and study the cell dynamics which

results as their relat ive importance is varied. This allows us to to compare the condit ions that lead

to flocking or to act ive turbulence, hence unifying a range of collect ive cell dynamics. Moreover

the most physical way to include the polar force is not known, for example a cell could tend to

propel along its long axis, or along its direct ion of mot ion or in a random direct ion. We compare

the di↵erent possibilit ies, thus suggest ing how these might be dist inguished in experiment .

In the next sect ion we describe the numerical model in detail. In sect ion 3 we present our

results, considering in turn the cell velocit ies, their shapes and the appearance of breaks in the cell

monolayer. Sect ion discusses the results and suggests ideas for future simulat ions and experiments.

check when results sect ion finished

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: Forces densit ies act ing on a cell (a) polar (b) extensile, nemat ic (c) contract ile, nemat ic.

In (b) and (c) the lines denots the nemat ic director.

2 T he phase field model

We model a monolayer of cells using a coarse-grained, phase field approach. This resolves individual

cellsand the forcesbetween them, but not the internal machinery of thecell. Thephasefield method
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Polar force
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with the cells moving coherent ly in a preferred direct ion, and about five t imes faster than in the

unperturbed, act ive turbulent state [?]. The explanat ion for this st riking change in behaviour is not

clear, but a plausible reason is the disturbance of inter-cell interact ions. The crossover from glassy

dynamics to flocking has been reproduced in a vertex model by including an alignment between the

polarisat ion of a cell to its velocity. Also, agent -base modeling with polarisat ion-velocity alignments

and repulsive interact ions leads to a flocking mot ion [?] [?].

Other numerical modelsof cell mot ility have included cellular Pot tsmodels [?], vertex models [?],

cont inuum approaches and phase field models [?] [?]. Here we choose the phase field approach which

allows the cells to change shape, and hence allows us to model nemat ic ordering and the resultant
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the most physical way to include the polar force is not known, for example a cell could tend to

propel along its long axis, or along its direct ion of mot ion or in a random direct ion. We compare

the di↵erent possibilit ies, thus suggest ing how these might be dist inguished in experiment .

In the next sect ion we describe the numerical model in detail. In sect ion 3 we present our

results, considering in turn the cell velocit ies, their shapes and the appearance of breaks in the cell

monolayer. Sect ion discusses the results and suggests ideas for future simulat ions and experiments.
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Choice of polarisation?

1. Gaussian noise

2. Aligns with velocity of cell (+noise)

3. Aligns with long axis of cell (+noise)
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alignment time ~ time to 
move a cell diameter
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So far we have found little 
difference except that 2
gives flocking.
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Deformation tensor

Nematic stress
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Phase diagram

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Phase diagram for (a) case 3 (polar force aligned with long axis of the cell) (b) case 2

(polar force aligned with the velocity of the cell) for Jpol = 0.1 and ! = 0.005. Jammed states

are ident ified by a rearrangement rare < 0.15. Liquid states have a rearrangement rate > 0.15.

Flocking states have a Viscek order parameter Va > 0.15. colours need to be consistent between

the two plots - we will need to comment that you don’t see the liquid in (b) as zeta is increased

because the scale is blown up to be able to see the flocking- I assume

3, polar force aligned with the velocity of the cell, but , as is clear from the rearrangement rates

plot ted in Fig. ??, very similar behaviour is seen for all choices of the polar force.

3.2 Cell deformat ions

In the absence of act ive forcing the cells will relax to a hexagonal shape. We next consider how

they are st retched by act ive forcing by measuring the average cell deformat ion.

D =

⌧q
D xx,i (t)2 + Dxy,i (t)2

t ,i

(17)

where Dxx,i and Dxy,i are the xx and xy components of the deformat ion tensor D for cell i and the

average is taken over cells and t ime. Note that D = 0 so why do the curves of D have a minimum

at 0.5? corresponds to isot ropic cells and D = 3 corresponds to cells with an aspect rat io ⇠1.75

check.

In all the models we consider changes in deformat ion are most marked in response to changes

in the act ive nemat ic forcing ⇣. Choosing extensile act ivity, ⇣ > 0 (Fig. ??), the nemat ic force

contributes to the deformat ion by tending to elongate individual cells, but also by act ing to align

neighbouring cells. The variat ion of D with ⇣ is shown in Fig. ?? for indicat ive parameters for

each of the four choices of the polar force. In several cases the increase of D with ⇣ is part icularly

pronounced around ⇣ = 0.03 which corresponds to the crossover from the jammed to the liquid

state. This t ransit ion is sharper for lower values of the polar force.
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Phase diagram: polar force in direction of velocity
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1. Phase field model

2. Unjamming

3. Velocity and flocking



(a) (b)

Figure 2: Trajectories of cells in case deform. 1 for 2100 t ime steps in (a) the jammed state with

! = 0.005, ↵ = 0.02, ⇣ = 0.00 and (b) the liquid state with ! = 0.005,↵ = 0.00, ⇣ = 0.04.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Rearrangement rate as a funct ion of the st rength of (a) the nemat ic force ⇣, (b) the polar

force ↵. ! = 0.01 in both frames. The inset plot in (b) is for case 4: polar force slaved to the

deformat ion of the cell, where the cont rol parameter is β.

take place, as either ⇣ or ↵ are increased. This is illust rated in Fig. ?? where the trajectories of the

cell cent res are compared in typical jammed and liquid configurat ions.

The t ransit ion between the two regimes can be invest igated more quant itat ively by plot t ing the

average number of cells that change neighbours at each t ime step. Fig. ?? shows how this quant ity

changes as a funct ion of the st rengths of the nemat ic and polar act ive forces, ⇣ and ↵, respect ively.

Fig. ?? shows a sharp crossover between glassy and liquid dynamics as a funct ion of ⇣. As ↵ is

increased (for small ⇣) there is a much smoother increase in the rearrangement rate (Fig. ??).

This informat ion is summarised in thephase diagram in Fig. ??a where wechoose an unjamming

t ransit ion of 0.15 as the boundary between the glassy and liquid phases. These results are for case

6

unjamming

jammed state                                             liquid

centre of mass trajectories of the cells



unjamming
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Figure 4: Phase diagram for (a) case 3 (polar force aligned with long axis of the cell) (b) case 2
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Flocking states have a Viscek order parameter Va > 0.15. colours need to be consistent between

the two plots - we will need to comment that you don’t see the liquid in (b) as zeta is increased

because the scale is blown up to be able to see the flocking- I assume
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at each time step
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Near unjamming: inter-cellular vs polar driving

inter-cellular                                                                 polar



unjamming
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Figure 4: Phase diagram for (a) case 3 (polar force aligned with long axis of the cell) (b) case 2
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because the scale is blown up to be able to see the flocking- I assume
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1. Phase field model

2. Unjamming 

3. Velocity and flocking



speed

Inter-cellular                                                     polar

Fig. ?? illust rates the changes in cell deformat ion with the strength of the polar force ↵. For

small values of ⇣ where any nemat ically driven elongat ion is small (Fig. ??), the polar force can

itself cause significant elongat ions of the cells. When ⇣ is large and the nemat ic forces lead to large

deformat ions, however, adding a polar force has the opposite e↵ect of reducing D (Fig. ??). This

is because the cells tend to move apart more quickly, reducing the tendency of cells to align with,

and further extend, their neighbours i.e. the polar force reduces local nemat ic ordering. Note that

for small ↵ the D can be greater than ??0.5. This is because the cells remain stuck in the init ial

glassy state where some cells are deformed. Low polar act ivity helps the cells to move towards a

state of hexagonal packing with minimum free energy and low deformat ion. If the polar act ivity

further increases, it breaks the jamming.

error bars

3.3 Cell speed

We also measured the averaged cell speed

V =

⌧q
vx,i (t)2 + vy,i (t)2

t ,i

. (18)

Fig. ?? shows that the cell speed increases linearly with the strength of the polar force as expected.

However, note that the cell speed also increases with the strength of the nemat ic forcing with a

sharp change in the rate of increase around ⇣ ⇠ 0.25 check we are being consistent with how we

est imate this crossover, again corresponding to the t ransit ion from a glass to a liquid.

(a) (b)

Figure 7: Average cell speed v as a funct ion of the strength of (a) the nemat ic force ⇣ for ↵ = 0.01

and ! = 0.01, (b) the polar force ↵ for ⇣ = 0.005 and ! = 0.01. The inset plot in (b) is for case 4:

polar force slaved to the deformat ion of the cell, where the cont rol parameter is β.

A di↵erent dynamical feature which appears just for case 2, where the polar force is slaved to

the velocity, is flocking, where large numbers of neighbouring cells move in the same direct ion. We

9



Malinverno et al Nature Materials 16 (2017)





From Sally Horne-Badovinac’s lab:
Cetera et al. Nature Comms. 5, 5511 (2014)

Drosophila egg chamber



Drosophila egg chamber



Flocking movie

Flocking: polar force slaved to velocity



Phase diagram: polar force in direction of velocity
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force

strength of 
polar force



Why can circular cells show topological defects



extensile inter-cellular interactions

bootstrapping nematic order => active turbulence

Why can circular cells show topological defects



Topological defects turn up in biological systems – and, at least
in model systems, have biological relevance

• nucleation sites

• colony shape

• apoptosis in epithelial cell layers



1. What is active matter and why is it interesting?

2. Background 1:  nematic liquid crystals

3. Background 2: low Reynolds number hydrodynamics

4. Active nematics and active turbulence

5. Self-propelled topological defects

6. Confining active turbulence

7. Bacteria: the hare and the tortoise

8. Eukaryotic cells as an active system

THANK YOU FOR LISTENING




